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I think there are… We think there are…

I don’t know, but I would 

guess there are…

We don’t know, but we think 

there are…
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Members in the Addams family - 8 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Addams_Family 

Students could argue about others that have guest appearances like “Cousin Itt” or pets.  

If they can defend it in the target language - they have earned it!  

Maybe they have never heard of the Addams Family. Show a little clip - it’s a classic! 

The largest weighed pumpkin in the US - 2,528 lbs. 
Source: https://time.com/5410698/largest-pumpkin-north-america-history/

Calories in a pumpkin Spice Latte:- 300 
Source: https://www.health.com/nutrition/starbucks-dunkin-donuts-mcdonalds-pumpkin-spice-latte-nutrition 

Dig into our culture. This is a very popular fall flavor. What other foods/drinks can they find with pumpkin 

spice flavoring?

Days in the fall season - 91 
Source:  https://www.calendarpedia.com/when-is/fall.html

Bones in the human body - 206 
Source: https://www.kenhub.com/en/library/anatomy/how-many-bones-can-you-find-in-the-human-

body 

(Note: this is for an adult - kids have more. If a student can argue this - they have earned their point!)
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